We present a new artificial neuron model capable of learning its receptive field in the spatial domain of inputs. The name for the new model is "focusing neuron" because it can adapt both its receptive field location and size (aperture) during training. A network or a layer formed of such neurons can learn and generate unique connection structures for particular inputs/problems. The new model requires neither heuristics nor additional optimizations. Hence, all parameters, including those controlling the focus could be trained using the stochastic gradient descent optimization. We have empirically shown the capacity and viability of the new model with tests on synthetic and real datasets. We have constructed simple networks with one or two hidden layers; also employed fully connected networks with the same configurations as controls. In noise-added synthetic Gaussian blob datasets, we observed that focusing neurons can steer their receptive fields away from the redundant inputs and focused into more informative ones. Tests on common datasets such as MNIST have shown that a network of two hidden focusing layers can perform better (99.21% test accuracy) than a fully connected dense network with the same configuration.
Introduction
The brain is formed of hundredth billion neurons (and equal numbered other cells) linked with billions of non-arbitrary connections. However, they
The new model which we named as "focusing neuron" has a focus attachment to control its local receptive field. It can learn and create a connection map unique to the input or the problem presented by the training data. Akin to neurological synaptic plasticity guided by biochemical cues between axons and dendritic spines (Stoeckli, 2017; Suter et al., 2017) , the new units use the error gradient to migrate and adjust its receptive field. To achieve this, the proposed framework assumes a spatial continuous positional space of the inputs in which the focus attachment is differentiable. Therefore, focusing neurons are trainable by the gradient descent algorithm with no additional heuristics.
The main aim of the new model is not to replace the fully connected or convolutional neuron models. Instead, we believe it can be another core piece to be used in new flexible network architectures. The new neuron or its mechanics (positional inputs and the focus method) can guide us in 1) modeling of meta-neural networks which mimic brain; 2) reducing structural heuristics and redundancy in neural networks. This paper presents our insights gained since our first announcement of the focusing neuron in a local venue (Çam & Tek, 2017) . The main contributions of the current work are:
1. it formally describes the focusing neuron model; 2. derives an appropriate scheme for the initialization of weights and focus parameters; 3. empirically shows that the focusing neuron instances are capable of seeking informative features and avoiding noisy-redundant inputs; 4. compares the networks of focusing layers with the networks of fully connected layers with tests on synthetic and MNIST, MNIST-cluttered, Fashion, Cifar-10, Reuters-21578, Boston Housing datasets.
Method
We start by briefly reviewing the fully and locally connected neuron models from our perspective and then describe the focusing neuron model.
Fully Connected Neuron
The conventional fully connected neuron model (Haykin, 1998; Hagan et al., 2014) is often used in feed forward neural networks. The neuron multiplies the inputs (x 1 , x 2 , ...x m ) with the connection weights (w 1 , w 2 , ...w m ) and then sums the weighted inputs, adds a bias term (b), to calculate a net/total input. It then passes the net input (net) through a non-linear transfer function (f ) to produce the output (a) of the neuron (1).
The receptive (or input) field comprises every input or neuron in the backward connected layer. Hence, the name is "fully connected". A layer formed of such neurons is commonly referred to as "dense layer". For a fully connected neuron of m inputs, there can be 2 m permutations (of the input) which are all the same. Because the positioning (ordering) of the inputs (here the index i) is not important. The free parameters of the model are the weight values (and the bias) which are updated (trained) using the delta rule (3):ŵ
At first look, during the iterative training updates with the above rule (3), a fully connected neuron is able to zero out some of its weights to cancel the corresponding connections. However, no matter how redundant are the inputs or connections with respect to the data, the training can not cancel any connection, especially when using the ordinary cost functions (e.g. minimum squared error, cross-entropy).
To understand this phenomenon let's examine the delta rule for a neuron with two inputs and two connections. Assume that one connection (w 1 ) is attached to a constant non-informative and non-zero input (x 1 = c), where the other connection is attached to an informative and variable input (x 2 ). Since x 1 constant, lets set its weight to zero, i.e. w 1 = 0, which means a broken connection. In the first (next) update, w 1 cannot remain zero unless either the error term ∂E ∂a or the derivative term f (net) is zero (η > 0). Note that both terms are shared in the update of both weights (w 1 , w 2 ). Hence, the error term cannot be zero because this will mean that the training has finished and there will be no more updates for both weights. The derivative term depends on the activation function f which is often in the form of sigmoid, tanh, or relu which all have positive (or zero) derivative values. A zero derivative value will keep the weight at zero, yet this also prevents the weight w 2 from updating.
We set the redundant weight value to zero, however, even if it reaches to zero itself during the updates, it will change in the next update unless the error term reaches to zero at the same time. The induction is the same for a neuron with more inputs and it is similar for a truly random (noninformative) redundant input.
Reducing the complexity of a network and removing redundant connections were popular problems in late 80s (Elizondo & Fiesler, 1997) . Perhaps the increased computational power or the excitement from the new deeper architectures has shadowed the necessity. The problem is gaining back its momentum with resource critic applications (Coates & Ng, 2011; Howard et al., 2017; Han et al., 2015a; Manessi et al., 2017) .
It is possible to reduce the redundancy in a network with a simple strategy: by using a regularization factor added to the network loss function. Common examples are the L1 or L2 norms of the weights in a network or layer (GoodFellow et al., 2016) . The regularization term creates a penalty for the weight magnitudes that pushes them toward zero, which can reduce redundant connections. However, the update of the weights due to the regularization penalty somehow can compete with the updates for reducing the target loss.
Locally Connected Neuron
A partially connected neuron limits its receptive field to a part of the input field (Kung et al., 1988; LeCun, 1989; Elizondo & Fiesler, 1997) . As discussed above, the fully connected model (1) can express a partially connected neuron, however, it does not maintain or generate a partial connection map after the updates. Therefore, usually, the designer of the network use domain knowledge or assumptions to partition the input space and create hard-wired connections (Taigman et al., 2014; Rowley et al., 1998; Gregor & LeCun, 2010) . Neurons used in a convolutional layer are in fact locally connected neurons which share their weights with all the neurons in the same layer. Weight sharing reduces the number of free parameters drastically and allows learning efficient representations, that are equivariant to input translations (LeCun et al., 1998; Gregor & LeCun, 2010; Sabour et al., 2017) . Figure 1 : The focusing neuron model. The focus attachment φ allows the neuron to focus its receptive field region and adjust its aperture size. It generates coefficients which are multiplied by inputs and connection weights to collect the net input. The sum of net input and bias b is mapped to the output by the activation transfer function f .
Focusing neuron
A focusing neuron is an adaptive locally connected neuron. Figure 1 depicts the new model as a neuron with a backward focus attachment. The role of the focus is to enhance/suppress the connection weights for some inputs in the domain and to collect/filter data from the rest. The name is motivated by the fact that the neuron is capable of not only changing its local receptive field location but also its size (aperture). The new model assumes a topological (positional) continuous input space where the focus function is differentiable.
We describe a focus mechanism working over a one-dimensional input topology. Generalizations to higher dimensions are straight-forward. Let τ (i) denote a mapping for the position of the input indexed by i, τ (i) ∈ . The focusing model has the following functional form:
The deterministic focus function φ with its parameters Θ generates a focus coefficient for each input i at position τ (i). This may seem trivial such as adding a second weight for the connection. However, the coefficient values are dependent and controlled by the parameter set Θ. By an appropriate functional form and parameters, the neuron can change its input subset and grow or shrink its receptive aperture. The model complies with the popular tensor processing libraries which perform layer-wise operations. For a layer of focusing neurons, a simple element-wise multiplication of the focus coefficient matrix Φ will mask and scale a connection weight matrix W .
Focus control function
A Gaussian form is the first candidate for the focus control function because it is continuous and differentiable over the input domain; as Lindeberg (2011) showed that it does not create nor enhance extrema. Some of these properties exist also in discrete space if the sample size is sufficiently large. For the case of the current paper and simplicity, we can assume τ (i) = i/m, so that the input position is taken as its normalized index over m neurons in the input layer. Then, a Gaussian focus, φ(i, Θ) can be defined in the following way where µ represents the focus center and σ acts as the aperture size control (5).
Instead of normalizing φ to have unit norm it is desirable to include a scaler (s) which is more useful in simultaneous training of weights and parameters. To have the equivalent energy of a fully connected neuron, s must be set with respect to the neuron's receptive field. For a neuron j, the scaler s j is determined by dividing the number of total inputs to the receptive field sum:
When σ is very large, s gets close to one (s 1) which transforms the neuron into a fully connected neuron. In addition, note that Gaussian is nearly non-zero over the input positional domain. That is desired since the neuron must receive gradient cues (even small) from the inputs that are not in its focus. However, at run-time, the out-of-focus coefficients (not the small weights) can be neglected (or pruned) if desired. Interestingly, at run-time, the focus function is not necessary at all unless an online learning is in progress. Because what matters is the product of the trained focus coefficients and weights.
The derivatives of the error with respect to µ and σ are well defined by the chain rule (7). Hence, they can be trained by using the back-propagation and general cost functions.
There are alternatives to a Gaussian focus function. For example, a simple negation of Gaussian (i.e. 1 − φ) can filter out the inputs that are located near the focus center. This can be used together with Gaussian focus neurons in the same layer. On the other hand, the second derivatives of Gaussian (Mexican hat) or complex-valued Gabor functions may provide weights and focusing at the same time which may remove the necessity for the auxiliary weights (w i ).
Initialization of parameters
Recent studies have shown that initialization of weights in a neural network is crucial for improving training and generalization capacity (He et al., 2015; Glorot & Bengio, 2010) . The weights of a focusing neuron should not be initialized using He or Glorot methods directly. Because the focus coefficients scale the weights and change the variance of the propagated signals. To keep the output variance equal to the input variance we consider the total energy of the focus coefficients (see Appendix A). The proposed initialization scheme samples the weights of an individual focusing neuron (j) separately with respect to the square of the norm of the focus coefficients vector:
To define initial receptive fields, we must also initialize µ j and σ j for the Gaussian control function φ(i/m, (µ j , σ j )). Focus center µ j can be spread or randomly initialized in the range [0, 1], the aperture control must be set to a positive non-zero value, σ j > . We recommend initializing σ to a value in range ([0.05, 0.2]) so that the neuron can sniff inputs from a distant range. A smaller σ value generates a too narrow aperture which may cause the neuron to get stuck in the initialized position. A larger σ generates a wider aperture which may cause the neurons to be indifferent and fully connected. However, we do not have a system for ideal µ and σ initialization, despite they affect the final connection map and the results. We recommend spreading the initial foci centers. In addition, one can apply L1 or L2 regularization on σ to control or encourage locality, if σ = 0 case handled explicitly.
Experiments
The experiments were designed to answer several questions: can focusing neurons create a connection map while they learn to focus their receptive fields. For instance, can they navigate toward informative inputs or steer their focus away from noisy-redundant inputs? Second, how does a network of focusing neurons perform in common pattern recognition tasks? To understand whether the new focusing skill adds a value, we have compared networks of focusing neuron layers with networks of dense layers. The most important results are below. The code is shared (Online, 2018) .
Learning to Focus
To test the new model, we have constructed a synthetic (Gaussian blob) classification dataset of two classes and 20 dimensions. Then sampled 20 more Gaussian random inputs from normal distribution N (0, 1.0) and added to the left side or both sides of the data to form 40-dimensional input spaces. Then, each data column was normalized for zero mean unit variance. We have constructed a single hidden layer network of neurons with 4 hidden focusing neurons (2 outputs) with rectified linear activations and batch normalization. For the focusing layer, all σs were initialized to 0.08. For the left added noise case, we initialize µs in the center with a small random margin, for the sides-added noise dataset we spread µs to cover the input space ([0.2 − 0.8]). The focusing neurons' weights w and µ used a learning rate of η µ,w = 1e − 3, whereas the apertures σ used a lower rate η σ = η µ * 0.1 to train the network with stochastic gradient descent with momentum (0.9), for 250 epochs with 128 batch size. Figures 2a and b show the initial foci and learned foci after 250 epochs with the sides-and left-added noise datasets, respectively. In the former, since the informative features were in the center, the foci moved towards the center. In the latter, the features were on the right, the foci moved to the right. We observe that in both cases the most neurons were successfully moved towards informative inputs. Most of the neurons were enlarged, except the one that stayed relatively close to the center in the left noise case. The tendency to enlarge is due the number of focusing neurons was low; and because they try to maximize informative input signals. Figure 2c shows the change of the foci parameters (for the left-added noise) during the training epochs. We can see the parameters converged stably.
By changing its focus, the neuron also changes the effective magnitude of its weights. Therefore, as it could enlarge its weights and move smoothly towards the connections that required strengthening, it could move away to suppress noisy and redundant inputs or it could shrink its aperture to reduce its receptive field. In other cases, we have also observed that when all the neurons were initialized in the pure noise region (not-shown) they got stuck, especially when the aperture was initially narrow. Therefore, this experiment puts two interesting results: focusing neurons can seek and focus on informative inputs, however, they can also get stuck in noisy input regions. We have observed similar results with larger synthetic input domains and with different settings. In Figure 2d we see the initial and final focused weights (φ i * w i ) for each neuron (for the left noise-added dataset). The final non-zero weights were apparent on the right, cleaner, half of the input space. Next, we investigated whether this adaptive skill gives any advantage for generalization.
Comparison with Fully Connected
Again we have constructed several synthetic classification datasets of C = 2, 4, 8 classes of M = 2, 20, 100 dimensions, respectively, where each data instance was sampled from multivariate Gaussian blobs. Then, as before, for each set, M random non-informative dimensions were sampled from normal distribution N (0, 1) and placed on both sides of the real inputs. The raw clean data S2, S20, S100 and the noised versions S2+N, S20+N, S100+N comprised 6 datasets. The datasets were normalized and split 70%−30% into training and testing sets. For each dataset, four different single-hidden layer configurations were evaluated: 1) fully connected hidden layer network (Dense), 2) focusing hidden layer network (Focus-s) with foci initialized spread over input, 3) (Focus-c) the latter with foci initialized at the center, and 4) (Fixed-s) a focusing hidden layer network with foci spread (µ = [0.2, 0.8]) but focus parameters were not updated during training epochs. All σs were initialized to 0.1. Fixed-s network is to test whether the training of the focus center and aperture adds any value to the neuron. However, note that in (Fixed-s) the fixed foci is initially spread and the aperture values (0.1). Thus, they were not arbitrary but covered the whole input space with local receptive fields. In the competing networks, the hidden layers of M (or 2M neurons to match the input size), were followed by batch normalization and rectified linear transfer functions. The output layers used the softmax transfer function. The weights were initialized randomly using (6) for the focusing layer (focus-uniform) and He-uniform (He et al., 2015) for all other layers. A learning rate of 0.01 was used for weights and µ whereas σ used 0.001. The training was iterated over 250 epochs with mini-batches of 128 instances.
The whole train and test cycle (including the dataset sampling and random initializations) was repeated 10 times with different random seeds. Table  1 shows the mean and standard deviations of the evaluations in the testing set over 10 repeats. It can be seen that the dense networks performed better on clean data. While the focused layer networks worked better on the larger noisy datasets, i.e. S20+N, S100+N. The difference was prominent for S100+N which has 8 classes. The comparison with Fixed-s showed that the training of the focus parameters improved the performance (except S2). In addition, Focus-c was the best performing of all four in S20+N and S100+N. The reason was that because the noise was added to the sides and the focus centers were initialized in the center. Moreover, they were updated during training. Focus-s was the second best configuration where foci centers were initially spread, yet it has found a better solution than Fixed-s and Dense networks. We hypothesize that in the short-length input spaces the alignment of the foci with the inputs especially at the borders became problematic. Hence, comparing the clean datasets to the noisy ones, the focused network performances were generally improved, although the performance of the dense network was degraded.
Hyper Parameters
To gain more insight, we selected S20 and S20+N (noise on sides) as the base cases and then tested the effects of the different conditions or param-eters such as the number of samples, clusters, classes, features (input dim), hidden layer neurons, and learning rate. For each test, one parameter was varied while all the rest were fixed. In these set of experiments, the foci centers were initially spread over input domain (µ = [0.2, 0.8]), σ was set to 0.1. Furthermore, (µ) was clipped in range [0.01, .99] and aperture value (σ) was clipped in range [0.05, 0.5]. Three training and test cycles were performed on both datasets. For each repeat, we determined the maximum test set classification accuracy among 750 epochs and then reported the best among the three. The results depicted in Figure 3 are in line with the earlier results. Thus, the focusing network performed better in the noisy datasets whereas the dense network performed usually better on the clean dataset almost irrespective of the hyper-parameter values tested. The exception was that when the number of training instances was very low (e.g. 20), the focusing network performed better even in the clean set. The learning rate did not affect the results significantly, however, the results were usually dependent on our choice of initial σ values, input size and smaller learning rate for σ.
Real Datasets
To test the focusing model in a real data scenario, we have used the popular gray-scale MNIST character recognition dataset (LeCun et al., 1998) (MNIST); its more challenging version MNIST-cluttered (CLT) obtained by random transformations of MNIST samples placed on top of cluttered backgrounds (Jaderberg et al., 2015) ; CIFAR-10 (CIFAR) general object classification dataset composed of 32x32x3 RGB images (Krizhevsky, 2009) ; and Fashion clothes/fashion objects dataset that was arranged similar to MNIST (Xiao et al., 2017) . These standard datasets were already parted into training (50000) and test instances (10000). We further cropped a validation set of 10000 randomly chosen instances from training sets if it was not provided.
We have constructed a fully connected neural network of two hidden layers: Input -Hidden (800) -BatchNorm -DropOut -Hidden (800)-Batch-Norm -DropOut -Output (10). In MNIST-cluttered, the number of hidden neurons was set to 1200 instead of 800 because the input size (60x60) was considerably larger. For the comparison, the dense hidden layers were replaced by focused layers. Again we have tested and compared three different focusing network configurations that were described in the previous section (Fixed-s: foci spread, update disabled, Focus-c: foci in the center, update enabled, Focus-s: foci spread, update enabled). All σs were initialized to 0.1. The first and second drop-out layers used probabilities 0.2, 0.25, respectively. 
(e) (f) Figure 3 : Comparison of the dense and focused hidden layer networks with different hyper-parameters on noised (dark*-red) and clean datasets S20 (light-green). Each point marks the best performance of the networks in three tries with the same configurations. When one parameter varied the others were fixed (samples=2K, clusters=2, classes=2, features=20(40*), hidden=20(40*), learning (lr) rate=.001). The diagonal lines denote equal performance.
We have applied value clipping for focus parameters. We used the stochastic mini batch gradient descent with batch size equal to 500. We have manually tuned the learning rate for each dataset to get the best performance from the dense network for each dataset. Then, except the learning rate, all focusing network hyper-parameters were manually tuned to get the best performance from the focused networks. For MNIST, CLT, CIFAR we set η g = 0.1, η µ = 0.01, η σ = 0.001 for general (non-focus), focus center and aperture learning rates, respectively. For Fashion dataset we set η g = 0.1, η µ = 0.01, η σ = 0.0005.
All networks were trained for 350 epochs. The training and test cycle were repeated five times. The average of the best test accuracy in five cycles and the maximum among them (which was also the maximum of either early stopping or the final epoch test whichever was higher) are shown in Table 2 .
MNIST : All three focused networks performed slightly better than the dense network. Focus-s was the best performing followed by Fixed-s which was better than Focus-c. Figure 5 shows training and test errors during training iterations (of the best performed dense and Focus-s networks). It can be seen that the dense network reduced the training error better, however, while the validation error increased.
To inspect the locality of the connections, in Figure 4a we plotted some of the focused weights (w i * φ(i, µ, σ)) of the first layer of the best Focused-s network after the training. The locality of the weights was clearly observable. Additionally, some over-magnified weights hint overfitting.
The focusing model was not designed for pruning. However, eliminating out-of-focus weights could produce a simplified and sparser network. Let us write shortly phi i for the coefficient i. By removing out-of-focus weights (by thresholding φ i ) we can prune the trained network. Figure 4b shows the distribution of the number of non-zero connections per neuron in the first and second hidden layers by setting φ i [φ i < 0.3] = 0 while keeping the test accuracy (99.21) unchanged. It can be seen the majority of the neurons were connected to almost half of the inputs on average. Note that removing out-of-focus weights is different from dropping smaller weights in a network.
To see the tolerance we examined the sparsity created by removing outof-focus weights. We calculated the sparsity as the ratio of the number of zero weights to the number of total weights. Figure 4c plots the test set classification accuracy for increasing sparseness value obtained by removing out-of-focus weights by an increasing threshold value t (φ i [φ i < t] = 0). It was even possible to improve the accuracy slightly above the base level. Moreover, the accuracy of the pruned network was still above the dense network even when 70+% of the connections were dropped. It may even be possible to obtain a sparser network by setting a smaller initial σ value.
CLT : Table 2 shows that all three configurations of the focused network performed 5-10% better than the dense network. Surprisingly, the best result was obtained by Fixed-s, which was slightly better than Focus-s. In Figure 5b one can observe that both the dense network and focused counterpart overfitted though it was more prominent in the dense.
CIFAR: All three configurations of the focused networks performed marginally better than the dense network. Focus-s network obtained the best accuracy.
Again the training and validation errors in Figure 5c hint overfitting.
Fashion: Focus-s network obtained the best accuracy. The dense network performed slightly better than Fixed-s and Focus-c networks. As before, the dense network reduces the training set error better, however, it started overfitting much earlier than the focused network as shown by the error on the validation set (Figure reffig:reald) .
The focused layer networks performed better than the dense networks in all four visual pattern recognition datasets. We also observed that a fixed focus network with initially spread foci (Fixed-s) performed better than Focus-c which initializes foci in the center but trains them during training. It may be possible to adjust or schedule Focus-c's learning rates to get better performances. However, we have avoided fine-tuning of the learning rates separately for different configurations to understand the dependency on the initialization. One may obtain a different ordering of the results if the learning rates are fine-tuned.
A focusing neuron assumes a sort of ordered relationship (e.g. spatial, time) between inputs. Therefore, our primary tests were done on the common image datasets. However, we have also experimented on Reuters-21578 news classification and Boston House price regression (both were available in Keras (Chollet, 2015) ) datasets to observe the performance on independent/unrelated inputs and different tasks. Reuters data was preprocessed, inputs were converted to vectors of 1000 elements. We constructed a two hidden-layer network with 150 neurons in the hidden layers. We used stochastic mini-batch gradient descent of batch size 16 and 128 respectively for Reuters and Boston. The focus parameters were clipped after each update. The first and second drop out layers used 0.2, 0.25 probabilities, respectively. The Reuters training used the following learning rates: η g = 5e − 4, η µ,σ = 1e−3; whereas Boston training used η g = 5e−3, η µ,σ = 1e−3 for general and focus parameters, respectively. Every 30 epochs a decay of 0.9 was applied. The networks were trained for 250 epochs. The rightmost columns of Table  2 show the results. In both datasets the dense network performed the best, followed by Focus-s network. Figs. 5e,f shows the training and validation set (test set for Boston) errors during training.
Finally, we have briefly tested focusing layers with simple convolutional networks (e.g. Conv -Pool -Conv -Focus -Output). Placing a focusing layer immediately after the convolutional layers did not perform better than a dense layer. We observed that the focusing neurons tend to open their apertures wide as if they tend to be fully connected. However, a focusing layer can perform equal to a dense layer when replaced the final softmax layer in a CNN. The best test accuracy in MNIST was 99.56%. In CLT, the focused softmax performed slightly better than a dense softmax: 96.78% to 96.56%. We did not pursue this line of experiments in detail in the current work due to the 1D implementation of the focusing neuron model.
Notes
Here are some notes and observations regarding focusing neurons and their training.
1. It is possible to train only a subset of the parameters µ, σ, w and fix the other(s). A focusing neuron with fixed weight values (e.g. w i = 1) would operate as a pooling/collector with a trainable receptive region. 2. A focusing neuron could be less prone to overfitting because of its limited receptive field. However, the training of the aperture σ simultaneously with weights and focus center is not always straightforward and requires tuning of the initial σ and individual learning rates for the particular input space. Hence, one may prefer to fix σ values (apertures) or limit their range. This may simplify the tuning. The aperture value can be initialized or fixed according to the role of the neuron. For instance, if the neuron is used in the lower stages of a network, as a feature extractor one can choose a relatively smaller value (e.g. 0.05-0.1), if it is used as a feature evaluator in the later stages a larger initial sigma value may be advantageous. 3. We have chosen to perform the parameter updates by using stochastic gradient (SGD) minimization with value clips. The adaptive optimizers such as Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) can be used in training of the focusing neurons with low learning rates (e.g. 0.001). However, we did not observe any performance boost. On the other hand, a single learning rate for all parameters in the network can make training of focusing parameters difficult. Hence, we have altered our optimizer function (SGD) to accept different learning rates for focus parameters. 4. Though we put value clips on µ and σ values; it is usually not necessary if their learning rates were low (e.g. <0.01). However, if foci were initialized at the center or far from where it will cover, the performance was better when the starting η µ was high (e.g. 0.1). Perhaps because the foci move before the weights settle in a local optimum. In this case, the value clips were necessary to prevent foci moving out of the input window or a negative aperture value, i.e. σ < 0 especially for the first few high gradient epochs. 5. In very short-length input spaces, the model does not work well because the focus function is not smooth at all and it does not align well with the border inputs. One can try solving this problem by zero-padding the input. 6. The training times of the focusing networks were approximately up to two times slower than the dense network (See Section 3.2.2 for the configuration). The overhead is due to the extra gradient computations and parameter updates. In MNIST, an epoch of 10000 instances, 500 batch size, 28x28 inputs, took 0.63s for the focusing network and 0.33s for the dense network while running on an NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU. The testing time difference (≈0.056s vs ≈0.053s) was negligibly small as the only overhead was the calculation of the focus coefficients. However, when the training is finalized, the product of focus coefficients and weights can be stored as the final weight values to remove this small overhead.
Discussion
The experiments have shown that focusing neurons are capable of changing/learning its local receptive field region and size. With the synthetic datasets, we have seen this capacity enabled the neurons to focus on informative features and steer away from the noisy-redundant inputs. As a control, we have used a network of fully connected neurons. In real datasets, the focused networks have shown an advantage over the dense networks, especially in more noisy and difficult domains such as MNIST-cluttered and CIFAR10. In the unrelated/unordered input datasets, REUTERS and Boston, the dense network performed better.
We have seen that focusing neurons can establish local connections. However, a focusing neuron is not aware of all the input signals. It contributes to the global error minimization by adapting to the local cues which are given by the local gradient. Though the focus parameters are only updated at the neuron level, we have witnessed their self-guided partitioning of the whole input space (see suplementary for MNIST). However, the updates of the weights w, σ, µ are not completely independent, they all affect the connection strength. Moreover, there are signs of overfitting in weight values. Unfortunately, we cannot recommend a system for adjusting the relative learning rates. Additional regularization schemes may prevent over-fitting. In addition, it may be useful to devise a higher level coordination to produce cooperative or competitive receptive fields.
We aimed to demonstrate features of the focusing neuron model using simple network and training configurations. However, one can design other networks or training configurations which result in other ways. The experiments were not conclusive, nor they suggest that we should stop using fully connected neurons. However, they certainly suggest that the new model is providing adaptive receptive fields in addition to equal or better performance if the input contains noisy dimensions. The brain has different types of nerve cells (Haykin, 1998; Kandel, 2006) . Therefore, the role of a focusing neuron can be different from the ones that are usually given to a fully connected neuron. Recent studies based on graph modeling of the brain architecture has shown that the brain networks are formed of many local clusters with dense and short-path connections and few long-range connections linking those clusters (Menon, 2015) . For example, focusing neurons can provide the local clusters or the link between dense clusters in a complex architecture.
There are still many open questions for the new model. For instance, the trained (static) receptive fields can mimic the biological development of the brain connections. However dynamic receptive fields may be useful in modeling of the visual attention. Can the focusing model be used for visual attention? Can it be used in convolutional architectures as feature extractors or to further induce the locality? From a general perspective, focusing neurons can be used to partition and distribute input spaces. Therefore, is it possible to design a single input layer of focusing neurons in which part of the input carries speech signals while another part holds visual signals?
Related Works
The Gaussian focus control may resemble radial basis function (RBF) neurons and network (Orr, 1996) . In an RBF network, each neuron localizes itself in the feature density space using Gaussian kernels. Hence, RBF neurons cluster or partition the input value domain rather than the inputs' spatial domain. RBFs are unaware of and invariant to the position of the inputs or topology.
A self-organizing network (SOM) maps the input feature space to a twodimensional lattice (Kohonen, 1990) . Hence, SOM neurons can be described as neurons with spatial dimensions, however, they ignore the inputs' spatial dimension. The focusing neuron model assumes a spatial dimension for the input signal and then utilizes it to learn its receptive field region.
Literature has examples where spatial order or locations of inputs are considered. Often, the concept has been investigated for visual attention. The objective is to interpret or use the information in different locations of an input image (Itti et al., 1998; Olshausen et al., 1993) . Recently proposed deep neural network models of visual attention Xu et al., 2015) has shown impressive results in multiple object recognition, image captioning and similar tasks. The common strategy in deep attention models is to process an input (image) in n steps where a recurrent layer examines the features of the current part and then decides the next location to process. The focusing neuron model is generic however it may be used for modeling attention. The focus mechanism is static (learned during training) however it can be made dynamic (calculated per input). In that case, focusing neuron layers can be used dynamically to attend to part of an input. In locally smoothed neural networks (Pang et al., 2017) convolutional filter weights are factorized into smoothing and kernel parts. The smoother part was modeled by a 2-D Gaussian function. The parameters of the Gaussian smoothers were dynamically generated by regression network. The Gaussian smoothing of the input space can be seen as a special case of (dynamic) focusing neurons for two-dimensional input spaces.
Likewise, the dynamic routing mechanism of capsule networks proposed by Sabour et al. (2017) can be modeled as a feed-forward focusing system where a capsule is a group of neurons with a single focus function directing the forward beam into another group in the forward layer. Interestingly, our first implementation of focusing neuron was also forward-looking. Later, we have changed it because the backward conception was simpler to implement in layers and more efficient to run on the current graph frameworks such as Theano (Theano Dev. Team, 2016) or Tensorflow (Abadi & Barham, 2016) .
Conclusion
We have presented a new neuron model capable of learning its local receptive field region and size. The purpose of focusing neuron is not to replace the fully connected model, however, to make the connection topology and locality part of the learning. The new neuron model gains these abilities with its focus attachment. Though our choice of Gaussian focus control acts on a group/region of connected neurons, one can choose other differentiable functions to operate on individual connections.
We have tested the new model in single-or two-hidden layer networks and showed that in synthesized noisy datasets or real data it performs comparably and in some cases better than the dense networks. Our experiments are not complete however they demonstrate the viability of the new model and promise a potential. One can extend this work by exploring 2D-3D focusing neurons/layers, different focus control functions, forward focusing/distributing neurons, dynamic focusing and routing, applications in recurrent networks, and modeling of multi-problem networks. extra effect on it. We assume x i and w i are both independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) variables and φ(τ (i, θ)) (shortly φ(i)) is a deterministic function of i. The weights will be identically sampled from a zero mean distribution, hence the expected value is zero E [w i ] = 0. However, a second initialization scheme is possible if we allow non-identical distributions. Let's start by writing the variance of the output y in terms of the weights, inputs, and φ(i).
Since x i and w i are independent and E [w i ] = 0, the second term on the right reduces to 0. We further examine the first term,
Again since x i , w i , x k , w k , are all independent and since E [w i ] = 0, the double summation in (A.5) reduces to 0. Therefore,
Now, we can simplify the notation by writing s 2 w i , s 2 x i , s 2 y for the variances of the weight i, input i, and output y, respectively. In addition, µ x i denotes the mean for input i. Remember that weights are sampled from zero mean µ w i = 0. We can rewrite (A.6) as
Now, we set constant variance for y (e.g. s 2 y = 1) to solve the weight variance in two different ways. Remember that x i are identical, so µ x i = µ x and s x i = s x . First, we assume identical distribution and equal variance for the weights (i.e. s 2 w i = s 2 w k = s 2 w ). Thus, the variance of each weight can be expressed as:
If we set s 2 x = 1 and µ 2 x = 0, s 2 w i reduces to one over the squared norm of the φ coefficient vector. However, instead of equal variance weights one can sample the weights non-identically from different distributions to create equal variance in the products w i * φ(i). For example, if each term in the summation (A.7) receives 1/m variance, for a total variance of 1, we can initialize the independent weights with the following variance:
The different transfer functions require different scalers to provide the expected output variance (Kumar, 2017; He et al., 2015) . In the experiments of this paper, we have used (A.8) and uniformly i.i.d sampled weights with U − √ 6/s w , √ 6/s w for rectified linear unit activation functions.
